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About This Game

ABOUT

Duke of Alpha Centuri is a space shooter with amazing graphics. The main goal of our game is to have a lot of fun while
blowing up hordes of different types of enemies.

Engage in boss fights, upgrade your ship and ship systems until you are able to show off in an endless mode. The game is
designed to fit any player, from the beginners all the way to the skilled ones.

And also It has different difficulty settings to make it more challenging.

LEVELS

The game is featuring different and unique levels. Each level and enemy is carefully designed and programmed to give you as
much fun as possible. Every level looks amazing, with beautiful space graphics.

UPGRADES

Every time you level up, you unlock one system upgrade point. For every 10 levels you are able to unlock more ship upgrades.

System upgrades
- Mechanical weapons power supply

- Energy weapons power supply
- Shield
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- Hull
- Weapons damage

Ship upgrades
- Tactical

- Auto-aim plasma turret
- Auto-aim missile

- Auto-aim laser turret
- Science

- Holoemiter improvement
- Shield energy converter

- Phase shift
- Engineering

- Fast shield recharge
- Fast hull repair

- Fast weapons power recharge

PLAYER

The Player has two different types of weapons: mechanical (bullets and missiles) and energy weapons (plasma bullets and
lasers). They are powered from different power sources so keep in mind to upgrade them both. Missiles and lasers are activated

when the player targets enemies with an auto guided system. You can change your target at any time.
Besides weapons, the player has 2 more ship abilities: holoemiters and system overload. Holoemiters are used to boost your

damage and projecting 3 or 5 holodrones, so that you can damage enemies more quickly. System overload is a technology that
combines nanorobots and high temperature plasma reactions to recharge shields, weapons power supply or to repair your ship's

hull.
Your ship has a defense shield installed. If it fails, be careful that you don't get critical hull breach, because your reactor core

will explode and destroy your ship.

ENEMIES

Duke of Alpha Centuri has 13 different enemies, each one with 3 different styles which gives them a complete diversity.
Enemies are equipped with different types of weapons (plasma weapons, photon weapons, lasers, missiles) and some of them

have cloaking technology, so be careful when they appear.
Bosses are quite unique and use all kinds of foul tricks to destroy the player. You will encounter some asteroids.

Be careful when flying near them because your shields can't block them, so they will hit you directly.
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Title: Duke of Alpha Centauri
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Just1337 Studio
Publisher:
Just1337 Publisher
Release Date: 28 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: Intel dual core 2.0 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1600 MB available space

English
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I recommend this if it is on sale. Currently it's on sale for only 49p which is well worth it. 49p for a addictive shoot'em up. I've
managed to 100% perfect this in under 3 hours getting all the achievements. No replay value. Not worth the full price. Only get
if on sale.. If my fingers hurts the Game is great.And now my Hands hurts and my Fingers.Fun Fun Fun.... This is a fun game
you can beat in an afternoon. The graphics and soundtrack are beautiful, and the game is fun with decent progression for a few
hours. This is somehow a very relaxing bullet hell game... never thought I would write that one folks lol This is a great game and
it put a smile on my face.

That said there are a couple flaws, it is a bit repetative with only 2 boss fights. There are lots of different regular enemies,
though they do not have all that much variety between them. The difficutly is a bit on the easy side, I'm not a great bullet hell
player, and I only lost a few ships when I beat the game. It's not too easy, just close. Plus there is a higher difficulty I did not try,
but hard core bullet hell junkies might not find a chalenge playing this one. Again, this is a very positive review, I'm just being
honest about whats good and bad. If it looks fun, I say go ahead and get it!
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